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ABSTRACT -_
1-

This paper reports the retultS- of .a'studr that
:investigatedfactors constraining or encouraging ti14b . use of..

evaluation

data by school administrators. It begins with a lengthy
analogy about the use'of A restaurantide that, is intended to
illuminate low constraining or encouraging,factors influence,the use
of - evaluation data.. The author =defines' a constraint as Something. a

limitatiOn on understanding GC
typiCal.adainistrator would consider
alternative:Courses:of- action 'The ,paper then explains and
-illustrates two major. constraints to the utilization of evaluation
results. The first is "proximity," which the author defines as
similarity in tin,, or structure. Within. -the author's framework,
"structural proXicity0 of evaluation-data is the similarity of the
data in ,structure -to the needs of the educators or'the material being
-evaluated. -"Temporal ptoximity" means the timeliness or.currency of
the,data4. The author concludes that both4inds ofl?roiimity have .,,a
.positive influence on data collection. The second-constraint
identified is.-Competing demand-s on administrators' time. Accdrdingto
the author, administrators are Unable to pay'attention to evaluatiOn
data *hen- there are too many 'Other demands on their time.
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elated Oat

sting' u

ber

emerged- from "his study's .data.

types of

Ahese was-.the diffetential impac!
.

'evaluatio'n data

,

.

ror-examialev- respondents_ frequently

noted

4

that criterion-referenced tests had greater instructiompl.

-relevance_impact'than norm-referenced tests and consequently
their results were used to a'greaterektent.
the external, Linie ilia
as

Similarly,

.

nature of a team'revieW process,

repeatedlibla ed for gif-ts, short-lived effect
ter it had- occurretd the recommendations we e. al eady

being

Igrared:

poser- investigation of thesb seemingly Contradictory,
responses to evaluation data revealed a more codex pattern.
Why is:It that 'n-some.instances a constellation of evaluation
factor4 promoted attention, try evaluation' while. in others no
impact. occurred?

It seemed -than a set Of factors was preselyt

paid to77
in our data:that had eitheP inhibited the-attention
,

evaluation or enhanced-its use by decision makers.
paper` investigates'

phenomena.

This

Based an thC reports of

principals, coordinator, and resource:teachers, yte lound

identifiable features inlhe.school enviro*ent, the nature

the interactron between

aValuation;aOtiviti s

lements in:the evaluation. process that-constrained or
'encourages! the use of evaldation inforMa Awn in

te -level

decision making.

,Tree btoad'oonstellatiomso.
the data.

actors emerged from

,The first consisted of a stuall set

f fdatUres-

that tanbe oluSteredunder the heading of:leproximityP
the

closenesOf-of the evaluati'en data to the information'

ilrkedY in u,se.

i

ihet.StbdoW The sec' n'd feature.vias

_

Ooncern about.CoMpeting',4emands. on the-tim&available to-

school personnel for.using evaluation 'data.

a complex interaction

number

f "ps

The third

hasoci,al variable

that manifested-tiWf.strongly-Cn the affective
peOple!s a titos.alld feelings toward evaluation..

piper reports Onthe-first two.of-theseJeatures.

This

future

reports will describe our findings concerning the psycho=
variables..

This

.p,

r will , proceed in

hree stavis./ First, we

4

will present_n analogy to be

US

d throughout the analysis

to help illtiminate the influe ce of the conFtraiOng a.
ncoura-iog-fattor.

that emerged fr m tfte data.

.9tcond,..

el will define the terms "constraint" and "encourager"
'asAhey have ..begun to emerge in our study.

finally, our

analySis of_prox mit*-concerns and competing. demands on
tAme willbe:presented along mith' ome concluding rortiarks.

Let us consider the dedisidn.kma
to a very simple andirpersonal event

de'diding what to do.

It is \80-0,..M.,
Ruth lifillis',,p0hcipal'Of'.
:1,

about dinner..

,

ng process related

t

.

the El I'iartes School ,i gust arrived.. home and i s4 facing the

-

dilemma ofrthow to meet

.4

actions Rd.'0 might take.

cook.dinnPr

'ram what

hunger Ileds.

ThOe are many

She can g'o' to the kitchen and'

available in the refrigerator.

c;o tdthe store and buy a particular item that

She-- mjr.
3,-

her"-and prepare it at)home.

.Appeal's

-She mightgo.out

A

tc- a restaurant and

have somcooe, else da the

prepara

tions and clean, up. There are probably other 'opitionsas
wel.l

but.

et us say that these are the only three *al Arna7

tives:Ahat se -m..reasonable to Ruth.

ier
6:30 P.M.

A.5

doesn't

the- di strlict .principal's meeting .1

extremely tired.

res,ult, Ruth

She

Etfen going out and .buying'her

favorite fixings seers like., too much Work

decides to go

sted until

estaurant,

Instead, she

ant guide

the City from

Best Fin

thet thorkugh evaluation op pos-I

and is
d'

3.510-to

The question: of concern to us are

How does Ruth use this -iTtirmat i 4n?

How do-the otherpritnci

.pals Oho also arrived home

not wanting to cook,

use the information in_their copies of the' popular restaurant

guide 'in

deciding where io eat?

What characteristics of the

information -are import -ant in dete0ining its uiefulness to

Ruth4nd.,her colleagues?, Are there certain features of the
situation that make all the principals behave:in-a .siMilar,

manner?

What contextual factors are the Most in 1U0Otiii in

pr9moting. 9r inhibiting the'use of the guide?

Consider what might haOpen.

First, Ruth checks, her purse

This immediately.elimi

'and dis-overs that She has only

nates a number of choices -- the $50 per .person citations in

the book are not-going to do her too much good.

As an. energy

parson, she doesn't want to 62ive more than five or
ten miles

Besides, it's now close to 8:30 P.M., so

haVe t0 find a place that serves late.

As,You cart.seebefore. she' even picked up' the restaurant
guide -(1tpked at the evaluation

a number of fac,

s limit her

possible actions and-the use she can make. of the available
information.

Resources are an obvious'-concern,which effect

her actions and her.use of the Information.

Her attitude

toward driving long ,,distances limits her choices,

does the

time constraint imposed by her particular situation. .At
P.M. the restaurant guide might he much more useful.than-it

is

Informati,on about "The :arty Suppe

P.M.

totally useless to Ruth"

thi

Point-in time.
.

ac k' of timely accessBoth limited resources and. lack
.

,

the

_

.
.

da -ta are factors that have been identified in the restatch
evaluation: UtiliaAtion.

as Anti uences

Alkin,1 Daillak -am

White (1.979), noted, the'i impact .of fiscal Cotistrarnts and,
r

identif fed thrs as

p operty within

their

framework..

Time-

1 ihe''s has. bee)", identified by many' writers as being

important variable

Mitchell,

Alkih ..1975

Cohen, 19.77;

1973) .,1

There art -other 'cons raining, factors to -'e found in this
,

,exeample; two will suffice, for illustratio

Ruth's attitudes

toward travel is constraining; she'doesji't lice to drive far
.and thiS limits how? she Might use-the recommendations to be

found in the

book..

Similarly;

f she disliked Italian ,food

a whole section of the boOk might be of 'iro -interest.
The firSt.7two. featureS we identi f 1.ed.: -- the 104e,'

durseS, and the ret

:of

it'tions imposed by the, clod(

-probably affect all the principals, in the district In a
'

similar manner..

2
.

On the other hand, Ruth's feelings about,-

driving and 'about Italian food are clearly her own.

Other

Later i n this paper, e wi 1 distinguish between two di ffer77\
ent aspects of timel in ts:, ly tire-passage of :time- delimiting

course of tctionand

2) evaluation ififiprrr,atjon not

abl e at the tim= that.. a definite decision riust be. made
Wrould be the c se if Ruth's, friend gave her the 'iuide
next week ;instead of last week.
2-

(Jae _must of course allow For .individual 5di fferenCes ;01 -IS
indepondoialy wejejthy
.ppstiN p- that one of the:principals
and
more ,df 4 unigHt person" .than most of his or her
.

share these opini ns.

-As a

-cofiSequence they *0-ot haVe more options :oven to there and

10g4t 'find the information in' the JAok more .useful':

ghlights an importait aspect

thts
analysis!

1) Personal variab es en er'into almost every

Thpre may be ho.such things-as universal encouragers
or. constraints.

.`As a consequence,,,Ouelabelling.within

these categwies.Will be based on.widOl_pytvalent reptirts of
.

.

,

factors that inhibited o facilitate4 utilization`, mOt
-uninimous bptntons,-Let'

now examine( some of the guide's features
-.%--

tended, to encouraoe its use in, Ruth's. decision.-

Fl

= guide has three 'different cross referendethindices.

the

ROstauran

-,are, listed by geographic area, by type of food and by'Trice.

Thus, when Ruth 'opens it, restaurants ere readily identified;
which fit` her requirements 7- an inexpensive, 10L1 plaice to
-eat.

Secondly, in addition to its lengthy descriptions of

dachi establishment the guide also has a very simple abbreviat-rating .system.

A'quick glance at.the:top of each page pro-

4

videvan, instant summary of "quality of food" and "qUality of
service,

Also, the book is quite extensive, providing.in-

forMation on a large number of choices-.

Fina

we vusn't

forget another fact -which may encourage Ruth to pick up the
Autde and use it in making 'her -choice...hunger.' Her subcon-

Scious needs assessment tells, her that food is her number one
priority y for the next hour Or two.

.Les

halopy:be -unbdlanded-,
,we-th6
.

th'6

point

-he f Atu.tes just mentioned do not all act as.-,
.. ,
-,
%
_ .,..
ncOuragers.to every principal-. Hunger,-for example, causes
-

out that

:

.

,

1:Nth's dolleag6es to ipnOrethe:puide

some

reviewing all that data-is:simplitoo timd,cOnsumiAg.

-Others-,

overWheiMing; it:,offers'too maby:choites.

find the .book's

Long before systematically reviewing

-their alternatives,.

they throWl t-down,on-the.coffeetable amdhead for a famil-

Thus,

,

for some -people,_ hunger acted- as a con.

traint while for others it .was =an encourager. to the book's
use.

Likewise, the shear bulk-of the bock served to constrain

only some of the principals.

Research has addresIed some o ,these factors.

The impact

reporting format and complexity have been examined by
A kid et al. (1974) .add Glaser and Taylor (1975).

On the

O

Other hand, the perdeived need.for an immediate decision has
not been sutiect to a great deal of res

'ch.scrittiny..
,

Let us continue with our story -- what about Ruth?
some care and made her choice.-

reviewed the guide wi
9:0

She's

At

P.M. she finds- herself, along with many of her collevgues,-

tting at an all night delicatessen waiting for the surly
waitress to take her order.

In this.case, most, of the.princi-

pals came, to the same decision.
evaluation

Similar constraints and

information lead them to take the same course of
0

action.

But wait, a few of Ruth's fellow principals are missing.
What happened?
combination

One principal is-ea -mg a $50 steak and lobster

he found the resources or maybe he

d

credit

7-.

-ca

his iecal haM- -er stand.

Another principal

fiertdognized a limitation of the -valuation -- ft:didn't
include' any restaurants less expensive'than,$.50 per4Person

One principal was'reminded by something in the pide of

a-

new restaurant that just opened around the corner from his
house,. and. he went there for dinner.=Andither noticed that

the-book was,a year old, so he loOked-for supplemental refer
enCes' in the yellOw pages.
ant.

4Ie discovered a new Vocal restaur-

Finally, one principal. said,

-.out, and T'm too tired.

Its too damn late, to.go

He,wento bed without'dinner.:

(Ilslustrating,that even- needs assessments have liMitatien)
This analogy highlights the multiple decisions that
might be arrived at based on the, same evaluative .data_.

Also

illustr.ted.are some of the faCtors which influence individual
patterns

thought.and action.

.hs. we proceed th ough:,the

analysis.. of the data from this study we willrefer to the

circumstances presented in thiS example.

The analogy will

help illuminate some of the distinctions that emerged in our
.investigations-

Cons

:ain

and Encoura. ers 'Def ned

Ruth Willis' dilemma provided a god opportunity t
introdUce the concept of constraints and encouragejs to the

utilizationof evaluation.

A number ofinteresting features

ifidt th
i.kel
in her situation affected the likelihood

a ailable

information in the restaurant guide would impinge on her
dinner decision

available r eourAces, time,'cla ity of

betirreen the'princTra11.

Our study/produced similar
schools:in ,thestUdy.Mad :access'

evaluationdata,

er.).?

Yetwithin
these differ-ences
-

'different.patternof use. emerg d.

.certain contextua3ffea9tes c

While all the

hg

in

up 1-peatedl

in our convers-

ations as important inHdetermining decision thAers' reactiorit6,

-

,

and. use of information available to them. , The notion of eon-

straints And encouragers was borne :of these-similarities.W

will refer to something fas A constraint ifa typical
would_ find. this feature a-limitation on his or

her underttanding of a situation or his or her alternative
courses of action.

3.

Not .all.persdns would- necessarily act in the same mariner

given the same circumstances..

What one person perceives as an

insurmountable obstacle to some course of action might be perceived by another person as merely an inconvenient nuisance.
This points up the farct thiiat the notions of constraint and
'encourager are relative, --

absolute.

MO._

'our use of the

,terms "constraint" And " ncourager" in this report is normative.

The question:may be raised why-we bother to specify both terms.
(constraint,'AncouKAger) when they are apparently opposites,
There are two reasons.
and a single definition might suffice.
The first is data based -- they were viewed as distinct enti--.
Administrators themSelves saw certain
ties by our interviewees.
It seemed worthfeatures as 1IRO-Ong and others" as enhancing.
while to maintaii.(this distinction in our analysis. The other
'advantage for creating bothilabels is that certain situations
are easier to desCTibe. from one.poin,t of view. rather than the
other. :While this is purely a syntactic convenience, we decided to retain it because it as so easily aceomplisfted.

We will only. pUt- forth-as constraints. or_ encouragers th&se

.features _which repre'sented a subtantial commonality across
interviewees.

Alinal note seems in'order before describ4ngour Study,
results.

By focusing on features- that.were commanlYseen to

be constraining pr'encouraging

we do rrat mean tO underestimate

the creativity or individual,in4 lattve of schooladmiiiistr'ators,.

The respondents in our study were a heterogeneous group, and.
there is probably an 'exception for every generalization we'
will offer.

There -were adMinistrator& in our -sample' for Whom

even the most frustrating circumstances were not-allowed tO act.
as constraints.

Such especially creative individuals' are

probably worthy of additional study themselves

Whether you

characterize them as creative, stubborn, self- centered, dynamic

they were often unconstrained byjoctors

or as troubl
that .inhibit

7,ost of their colleagues'.

They.are theToutlie s

in our study-,and like outliers in any data analysis, they
should be investigated More carefully

the future.

Constraints and Encou a e s in practice

At this point we begin our discussion of the practical
results of the study.

The features We will identify as con-

straints and entouragers.are-constructs drawn from the des-crip*

tions given by the respondents in the study.

They appeared..

as 'recurring patterns Of events- and understandings reported.
by many different respondents :a

is this general cho:

r

many different schools_

at

that gives them practical signif

12

canoe_

We have seT--,cted a wide variet t of quotes from our

respondents to.illutrate their points Of Vi-w,
We begin with a discussion of the feature we have called
proximity.

Two types of proximity will be distinguished

structural and temporal.

Then we will discuss competing

demands on time and the manner in which such demands act as
a constraint to the utilization cf evaluation.
Proximity

We-use-the word proximity as a generalization of
notion of distance

another

.how close or far,aWay one thing

:froM

,,ButmWe use the term to mean more than just a spacial

comparison.

By proxiMity we mean the degree t

hich two

things:are similar or dissimilar along any number of different
dimensions.. Cf particular interest:An this study are :the
dimensjons of time and-structure.,(i.e. -form, .style, content,
'etc.

-Consier the following comments offered by three

respon .nts in qur study: .7
"SometL.

s the district sends us 'evaluation forms which

den'treallweet what our sehool is doing; we try to
devise our o'.n based on what they've given us." (11SP1)

"Well for the teachers'who really are involved in using
the test scores from state and mandated tests its help
ful...and...ve-do'. have-a Couple of teachers.who Use that.
Crat mostly our teachers use the.tetts.from XXXV(the
Management systeM). the math program and from the reading
program. They mainly use-those to see wher=e their child
are and to replace and regroup." (1 3SP1)

"It seems to me the district needs to get informationAo
the schools more quickly on .issues that affect. every
single classroom teacherl_which means those issues affecting:every single child within those classrooms. ",
(2051'1)

In one, form or another, th e 7e'

talking about the some thing,
some dec i ;.inn.

dents are all

proximity of the in ormaliOn

The greater the 'distance' belt./ fi the

13

and an action the less likely it is that t

in:

information -will be considered in the decision on how.
.

act.

The nore effortthat is re-qired to translate_inform-

ation.inte A,useable form, retain it until an appropriate
of.°eMotjonal overtones tyre lets likely it

time or s..
is that these

-nsformationsWill be made.

In our research,

data related too proXiseemed to be easily categorized
into two types: StrUctUral.-proximity and temporal proximity.
Structural Proximit

Structural proximity denotes the degree to which a new
element matchet the format, content,
elements of a systeM.

style of the existing

4

Respondents iri our study commented frequently on the

form and content of the evaluation information available to
theiTL

They re; -ted that the configuration of the information

whether it

directly usable for teachers' instructional

decisions 7- affected its utilization.
This was manifest among other, ways by comments or stand
ardized testing ,and the district '.s new-criterion-referred-test.

A large number of interviewees attested that standardized tests
were less useful- than local within-school tests that were based
on the school, 's

instructional program.

A second common observ-

ation was that,-among the required achievement tests,. the
6

district's. criterion referenced test (DCRT) had the potential

-4

beA further, subdivision_is posibl. One could, differen_ia
t,e,
its
physical
arrangement
tween the form of infermation
While :evidence for such dilfeences can be
and its'content.
found in our data,it is 4 fairly technical distinction which'
(or,thc.,'Iime being Sri will .consider
was not generally.made.

only the gede*al, ealj!gory of structure and nil. divide things
further.

be'.much,mere useful than the

TB

test..

"We..use the XXXX reading program, and - ,(evaluate based.

on) the movement in terms.of the number of.steps
.children achieved during the year... The XXXX is muth
easier for use because there's a dai,ly, even a weekly,
e'vaTuatien.... There are so many variables in a one.
shot test like the CTBS,sefrOm the school's point
much more
of view the XXXX management syst66
useful to us.," (1tP)'
" "Why -,are we putting up with this,(standar,dized test

year after 'year, when we know thereare better. things
we could be doing with ours time? There are other
intruments possibly which we could be using to give us
the kinds of information we want. That's Why, we lean
more heavily on teacher ,evaluation § and those kind of
in- house tests." (11SP2)
$fr

"The test scores we utilize have been the odes that are
criterion referenced tests like EICRT." (2QSP1)
The important point illOstrated by these comments does.
not simply pertain to testing but rather to how easily the
information c uld,. be used for instructional. decision Making.

The extent to with new information (particularly from
evaluation) corresponds to the format and content of information already used by the classroom teacher dictates the,
degree to which it Will be used in -decisions.
Recall our analogy.
Will

_Under the given circumstances R,pth

-would be much less likely to review the restaurant

guide before ohoosing a'place to dine if it- lacked crossreferenced indicies and if there were no easy- to--read summa

ratings for each restaurant.

These physical features (the

form_ of the guide ) made it more useful to her.

Under other

circumstances'she might be pleased to brouse leisurely through
lengthy -eviews, but in her current operating procedure
(rushed
atior

she responded to a more sparce and efficient or°

viz-

15

those'h tried circuosta nces Ruth would

Similarly, uncle

be more likely to revieJ a restaurant guide that fea4ured
only inexpensiveres'taurants than an encyclopedic review of .

all dining establishments in t

The-former .(though

area.

1,

much less complete) corresponded -more closely to hervirSpecifie.

It provided the kinds,of inforMation (the content

needs.

the guide) she was ready to receive.
An ,example from our study would be useful here
number o

school,have adopted the XYZ management sy

coordinate their arithmetic program.

em to

Students progress is

monitored against the XYZ. arithmetic continuum in allclassrboms.
The continuum includes basic, arithmetic skills, for graves 1
.

6.

Learning tasks are prosc ibed -according to a diagnostic
d students progress through the skill ,areas one by

4 test,
one.

t

Periodic testing

s used to verify the' students mastery

f skills and assign new learning tasks.

In. tree fell of the
. year teachers',at thpse schoo.ls, receive
th_ arithmetic test scores from the entual_ Title r evaluation.

The CTBS test is used
receive

this evaluation

-ade level equiValent score

the :teachers

-.

each student in the

areas of Computation, Concepts .and-Applicat4ons,

t should not be surprising to learn-that this information
is- not very useful.

There are a number of reasons for this.
1

One prominent reason is that the CTRS scores have little if
'any direct relatiOn to the XYZ skill 3Jvels.

16

The information, that the teacher reteiyes.frem

based on the CTBS is different, doesn't fit into her regulir
pattern. ofassessment, doesn't have,a natural correspondence

to the ongoing prograietc.

It is dissimilar in many respects

from_the ,yxisting ClaSsrooM structure and each ,of these dissim

.flarities is an 66sta-de to its use.

At least that is what

r sample seem to be saying.

reSpondents

It should be pointed out at this point that we are.n6t

criticizing the CTBS test on technical,grounds-validity.,,
and reliability are not the current issues.of concern.
we are Si ply 'noting that this

Rather

test (and others -like it) is

less likely to be incorporated into teachers' planning and

dedslon raking

if

it differs

_

41-

markedly from the - dada the

set too process.

teacher

We can think 'f several factors explaining whY'structural
proximity might enhance the utilization of evaluations.

Eval-

uation information that has structural proximity is preferable
because:
1.

It is familiar and therefo _.1.nore credible.

requires less effort to translate into a useable form.

?.

It matches other datamore closely and thds fits more
readilyin into an ongoing aggregate of evaluative data.

These three factors are affirmed by the ,comments, of our
respOndents

"I think that it (school-level evaluation) is more positiVe
Ft's more benefiCial;
because its at the-grass roots,
its more meaningfulAecause it takesplace where the action,
evaluation in a school is teacher-pupil."
The in
is...
(20SP1),
t

,k

"They (the results from RCPT) are individual, and they
But they cokle back ,td
'areYthe skills the child needs.
In order to getus in a form thay is .not very useable;
the material inatiuseable.form it tateS much. of the'
teachers time, =and ,She's-just trying' to survive and
(14SP1)
doeWe quite have that time-.

:

most part that -the dat4. that's-being
"t think for t
on-site
programs'-- $chooT Improvement,
collected re
for
the
most part, useless' from one year
"Title, I --.1
the district changes
The continuum ?
to the next:..

Sofrom one
Title I changes their requirements-.
year to. the next, the only continuum at his school that
is the same from three.years ago when I was Title I
Coordinator untiinow is the one for .(tbe,reading pro
them.

pram)." /(15SP1)

One might ask hoq. it isOostible on 'a broad basis to in
crease proximity. of evaluations when each' teacher has a. unique.

structure in his or her classroom?

How could one ever hope to

match each of these differknt:structural patterns

*the similiarites

Jortunately

-

.

curriculum, textbooks, and tests are much

....,_

than ah

While individual. teaching styles,

differences.

anti p rsonalitiqS are not standardized, curricula, textbooksi
1

and.management'sy tems usually are.-

In most schools, each

teacher in a grade level uses the same test.
SchoolAises the same series.

Often the whole

In ,terms ofAnstrUctional .patterns,...

books, management systems and asses.ment

faroutweigh differences.

However, much greater differences

occur from school to School within .6 district such a1s Metro-and we would warrant othei- disricts as well.)
It is possible to consider=,

developing an evaluation design.

-1 proximity- when

'But an evaluator concerned

'about utilizationrmus`t nuke certain that t'he focus is
'1

individual; sch01S
,

thpr than some district lowest cdmmon

,

denomin'ator.

If school level utilizatfon is valued, _then

'

structut41 proximity concerns.dietate-unique attention to
each school's specific educational prcgram.
,

5

k

Ten oralProximity_.

Concerns about time and timeliness

were mentioned frequently by,thp. decision makdrs in our study.
Such comments are not -surpritin

sinCte temporal concerns. have

been :identified as important aspects of utilization for almost
as long as.researcherS have speculated about this issue.
We alluded to two differdnt kinds

mhen.prdsAnting the restaurant quIde
these, timel

,,

f tempOraT concerns

The ..firkof

a nalogy'.

is used to descrbe the 'correspendeuce

.

time 0-

acLinistrat

evaluation and the time at\rhich

e' actions` are4takeb.

information 'in t

restaurant guide, was timely bbcaute it was

'at the time she wan t0

av-isilab

In Ruth .Willis's case the

to use it

It was-not still

.

at her "frienq s,hOuSe:waiting't0 be wrapped and delivered,
,

,,..

,

The bili'ngu'al coo- di natnr at oneSchool'empihasiZed the
'%

,

importance of timeliness Whfin discussing annual achieveMent
tests.
"They aren"
s'eful.
I don' -t see teachers using them.
You let th-eth late in the year, when you've already
.

planned4ourprogram.
so they
There
del i

i

You know the children by then

give-ydu any new information. "" (19SP2) 41

little doubt froiu our data that prwer, fit between

of- evaluation info nati'on and the action schedule affects

J.
However, there nay be other overridiqg reasons to ignore
'structure
nay have g

xithity.
r

For example., _,Certain standardized tests

al c-mmunity acceptance that calls for. their

Utilization.

What is iAmerest n-

note is that some of the

clearest'exampls of goOctfit were unplanned, almost coincidental.
Our description of the'folloming.inCidentillustrates- the pain
very well:
dme of .`the schools .observed (School-414) chose to use

some Of itsspecial progrpi funding to create resource
teacher pBsitions. ..Currently there are five such individuals, a reading resource teacher,'amath 'resource
teacher,' a multi-cultural:reSource.tpacher, abilingual.
resource teacher and.a language a--ts'resoUrce,teacher.
MoSt have.their own rooms or latt in whiqh theyteach
small groups of students °rie pul -out basis thoughorit
the sch,pol year.

As the programat the.,schOol. grew in size. "ind,complexifY

the amount of Ome certain children
problemsdeyeloped
spent away fromtheir.regplar fAstructional-pr:ogram and
lcst continuity, as well.

Based on tie concern that students were lbsingcontinuity
of ilistrucibnAnd that their, oWn vibrkloads were unmanage-.
able, th-a resource staff wpntto the prjnipaj to .suggest
They,suggestedthat resource teachers be es
a- change.
signedta-::a oUlibuts with only certain grade levets.t:.
jor exam .;,-,a, the reading resource- teacher might be es-

signed to,he second and third grades .f.o!:the Wst half
of the year., During that time noothergrade level COurd
'send students.tt5this'resource teacher,. Each gradelleVel
would heave at least one resource teacher assigned to'it,
but none-would haVe more t4aA two.
Such z plan_ was. agreed to in the spring before everyone
left for summer vacation, Wut no specific assignments
were made,*awaiting the (start of sf,Ool in thp fall.

Where does evaluation enter into this decision process?
We

uctuelly, evaluation enters only fncidentelly.

Evaluation

was not planned as an input to the decision making, but its
(-

impact was nonetheless clear and direct.
:i

Test results were sent back' to ilhe

school

in late summer.

-tncipal,iwhoWorks year-round, had time to review
The
theM. They-indicated that the third and fourth grades,
were scoring particularly low jn the area of mathematics.
The tests did. not give too much -information about why
this deficiency existed or what to do about it, taut they
did .pinpoint tIo problem.,
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In the fall the principal Ine:Lwiththe reso.urce teachers
The math resource
to make the grade'level'assigneients.
teacher was assigned to -grades three and four, based on
the DCRT scores- received` duNing the 'summer: Kindergarden
and first grade reading,,..scores:werelew, but fhp're, was
feeling among thegroup that these students were too
pung'to be pulled'ou of clatSes in that-manner, so the
reading resource teach r was.assignecrsomeilhere else

he decision

This evaluatign informa ion-fit perfectly into
pp

source

matrix that had already been established regarding'
teacher-allocation.

ways to assign the
A

There were a limited _number of possible

esource teachers according toithe scheme

,

,

.

ions were equally easy,

options were still open, and all
implement.

-Data directly relevant to the 'decision was being

evaluative 7sourte,,and it was an iMurtant

providOTrom
factor in the
This ex
.e

the fall, all

When school - tarted

that had .been-adop

necte.1

It would

Sion.
p

illustrates the fact that serendipitious

between evaluattOn and decision making do exist.
incorrect to suggst., however, that this was

common experience. 'On the `contrary, our research. suggests
that such occurrences are infrequent.

Mo e irortantly, from-

,

Our conversations with decision nakers, we received the clear
impression that neither evaluation nor.prog am decision --makin
were planned to increase the chance that this fruitful inter,

Section of events would occu
This example also illUstrat,es that "a ciOcisio

"

in fact

consists of a number of actions or consecutive "mini - decisions.
the case initial decisions

based on factors such as

observations, peIieep,tionspsyciiological
ity conside-,tior

Subsequer

the

belies and personal
,.tice of timply

J

6

This is quite car

advanced by Weiss 0980

vith'the notion of "d

-ision accretion"

uation data provided the basis fdr a further decision increment.
A second'aspect of temporal proximity that we noted 'in our

interview was the degree to which data.are available for use
-within7their active" time frame.

required.

Some further explanation is

Most data have a liMited lifespan, and it serves little
C.

useful purpose to base decisions on- them'past their enpiratiOn dat
.

,

FOr-example, achievement scores. only remain timely for, instruc

tional decisions for a Short

period;

within a month or tOo the

aild has learned now skills and. his or her old scores on

- earlier

skills are much, less useful to the teacher.

This secon# type of tOporal proximity is illustrated in
our analogy' by Ruth Willis's using the -snost. current

etion of

o

the restaurant
qu-ide.
,

fulness of
current edits

The two

If one were trying to maximize the Ilse-

_aurant guide, one would make sure that the Most
was being consul ttd, not an earlier printing,
ects of- temporal proximity are distinet.,-

it .is

possible for data tho arrive at the proper. time fora decision
to be made (temporal prox.imily

the first senseY, but for the

data itself to be no longer relevant}
students' status=at

In this. case,. data about

he time the test was administered. may be

useless because, they do-not reflect Students' current

eve

of

performance.

The respondents in our study,felt that they'were burdened
with out-of-datedata which -was of li

le use to them.

Often

they were asked to maintain and pass on data long Oast its
,

useful 1

"I'm sayin6.that as far as an overall tool to put
great deal of faith in, I don't think, it (test data)
is worthwhile.
For the short run...within a two-week
time limit, it's a great tool to take a look at....for'

thtHindiviAuarteacher who is working with.theclass....
They know who the children are...(But) the teachers are
concerned abolit, '1WhY_-am. I passing. this data on?
The.
teacher next year really, isn't that concerned with it
.once they start working with those students.'" 15SP1)
Thus two aspects of temporal proximity .emerged
data.7

om our

Timtliness refers to the degree to whih data are

available -when Aecisions are being' made.

The notion of active

time frame refers to whether data are available for use while
S

they are still relevant.

What does this mean for evaluation?
utilization 'we

First, to increase

trive to co-orinte- data with decisions.

This is no easy cask

Major decisions about the organization

of the school p- gram, assignment of staff; grouping of students

urriculumand instructional programs,

in classrooms, adoption of
etc. occur infrequently.

They do occur according to a more or

less predictable schedule and some coordination with evaluation
should be possible.

Minor decisions relating to individual

students and instruction occur in-classrooms every day.

Rele-
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vent, accessabledata can be quickly-utilized.
This reminds us of the second issue.

To increase utili-

zation we must also strive to make data availablequi-ckly, while
t is still meaningful.

Poi

instructional decisions within class-

rooms this is particularly Important, but it sho

nit be ignored

in either case.
y.
The pressures and
Time can act as a constraint in another
demands of other activities can reducethe available time for
HoWever, we do not consider this as an
consideration of data.
element of temporal-pro>timity rather, we will discuss it below undei

the hoadinn '"Clnmnr4inn Demands on TiMo.'

23'

It is p'robably best to say that the evaluator who is concerned

-with utilization should strive

increase both types of

temporal proximity.

To conclude our discussion of the first broad category of

constraint,- proximity, we note that respondents made the identifications we have - described in -his section clearly and,dfStinctly.

Little interpretation nor elaboration, was required on our part.

There was wide agreement on the importnace of structure and time.,
The conclusion we draw based on our data is that increased
proximity would likely haVe'- positive influence on utilization.
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c m elm' Demands an Time
Under this heading, we are referring to the cdnstraining
,presence of competing. demands upon decition makers' time.

When

we asked our respondents how much attention they paid to evalu-

ation, they reported 'that-there were just too many otherthihgs
demanding their attention to focus extensively on the results
of evaluation.

As one,principal confessed:

"Well, I'll be real. candid with you, I get so busy I don't
pay as Ouch attention to evaluation' material:aS.I shooT
I getrtport after report
I. try to get the general
gist of-7(hat the.. evaluation data is, but I do notIspend'

a lot of lime analyzing it, andjprobably
I think it's.probably.very good data.. There are_just so
many demands on me." (15P)

There is little doubt that the rapid pace anre nStant
pressure of the sthool environment constrains_administrators-

willingneSs and ability to deVote large amounts of time to
serious review and analysis of-data.:-

Most administrators in

our sample reop reed being innundated by bureaucratic tasks and
political pressures.

There were some exceptions -- individuals

''who purposefully guarded their role as educational leader of the

school and protected their time, allowing theMselVes the luxury

f comtemplation and forethought. .But, by'and large, mostof
the administrators we-talked to were caught lip in the hectic

business of running the educational facility, keeping up the
regulations, being sure that the school's program was in tom,

pliance, supervising applications, attending meetings, learning
about changes and Modifications in

-ules and regulations, main-

taining contact with the community, .supervisi

much mo

'diScipline, and
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Not only did administrators feel'these pressures, but:sta f
Indeed, ,teachers and- administrato_s both believe

did as well.

that the teacher's. job is extremely demanding -, .and that teacherS_

.

Here is z typical description,- with

have. little free time.

suggestion for improveme

"I'm sure you must be awe e of thefatt,that a teacher's
day is really horrendous in terms Of the demands,06,..thZt:
teacher's time.. (Teathers.need free time to -think
Industry has learned _this -7 I guess we have learned-iti.:
too, but the prtee.tag makeS it prohibitive. I think if -=
Wes400ld run one pupil-free day.,a month, or if we could
have-, two pupil -free afternoons a month, or it we had ab
opportunity,0 meet together.' and t2 interact and to di
alogueand-share ideas and 'concerns we...=vmOld see itprove-

liter.

ment.'tut the time constraints are such that
ally impossible." (13P)

How are judgments made, and actions taken in ,theabsence
f time for cop
manner, as Rut

They are made much in the same-

,1IIis might select a restaurant .if it was 8:55 p.m.
five minutes to choose.

and she oi
to loot:.

elation?

She, woePldn't have time

, the restaurant guide and would probably fall back on

past experience and familiar patterns of actions,

Under the

pressure to make a quick decision, it is doubtful that she
challenged any of her previous-beliefs about 'which restaurants
were good.

More often than not, people act conservatively

in such situations, falling back on patterns of.. behavior,that
have se ved,them well in the 'past.

-Oskamp',1977)

the demands of the job act as a constraint to utilizatidn
of evaluation, is there something that can be done about it?
Many of our respondents felt there was a solution.

Without

specific promptimg,.a number of decision maker's co cur.with the
principal just quoted.

They believed quite firmly that improved

use of evaluation data was possible,

.)v

All that was lacking was

the opportunity to putx.some effort ih thd -right direction.

Here 'are two, further opinionson this issue.:
".(If. we Are going:to do Something with -evaluation data)
PayS.have'to be set- aSide.....if we .could- have ifew days

on the side where the teachers.atleast sit_down-And
break bread together, I-think-we'd accomplish-a lot, more..
I don't think there is enough time in =the school day to
have t-eachers meet and evaluate the school program.
Ithink if we'hadfs0Me clear dais-ahead we (would) just
sit and talk-, one to one, so-itrs- a grOu0.

Group

cdssionto me is the best... I think we need a few dayS
without the children available (to) just sit- down and
talk about programs. (25P)
"'Evaluation tells' us where we're -going and what we need
tvdo. -I think it's- very imPOrtnat,. I feel that Oersonally'rwOuld like-to do a lot more:of-it ... But our
.

problem here is (enough time for) ''meetings,andit does
I-don't,Ihink that we evaluate enough.
require meetings.
I think we 'need to have more self evaluation where we do
mething- like the .PQR .. once every six weeks is-the way
But it seems like we have so, many
would like to do.. it.
things, going on at this- school lhaerequire teachers to
be in-ITL4ings,,, So it's very hard to get people together,
t a committee together to work on some of these
even to
,kink it.needs a lot of improveMent.-9- (13SP)
things..
.

0

This thouh
existing e

that much could be/Accomplished witqfthe

lua ion-data if only there were time to sit down

leisurely to stUdy,it and make plans, was voiced by many of the
respondents-in-our sample.

It was probably the most clearly

Aefined,encourager to emerge from the interviews.
In fact; belief in-this prpposition was strong enough that
a few schools had attempted to institutionalize grea er opportun-

ities for reflection and reorganization;

One school held an

annual off-campus conference just before the start-of the new
schoollyear.

as it were)
r'egula'

They selected a comfortable site (neutral turf,
hrre the staff could get together without the

pressures of school to review the accomplishments of the

previous year including, student to
educat

scores and discuss the

nal activities for'the year to come.

Another school

Se' aside its las

staff meting for "refleCtion and .projectien"

during which time theteachers could take.a more open and
creative ,look at the school program and. the data available
.

from the year just concluded,.

-.A.Infortunately;:the two instances cited aboveap ear to
be exceptional ; Not all..schoolt are taking action to fill the

need for sYstematicplanning tithe,

But given the existing

liMititions of budgets and calendars it is not as easy'action.

to take-

In fact, the off-campuS conference cited above has

been reduced from two days to one this year, 'and it will be
held on camp S.as'well.

The school's current budget was just

too limited to .afford the expense of the previous arrangements.

If our resondents are to be believed, the implication forutilization is
f evaluation
mation.

More time needs to be provided for review

ta an4 systematic planning basedon this infor-

We make this recommendation with caution, for the data

from our study also suggest that the mere existence 6-1 pupil

free afternoons or other open blocks of time will not insure
greater-attention to evaluation.\ There are innumerable other
demands competing for such free time.

To increase utilizatiOn

the time should be earmarked in some manner specifically for
the purpose of analyzing and acting upon .eouluation.

This suggestion'is primarily an administrative question
and not something that is within the direct control of the
evaluator.

However, .a knowledgeable evaluator might make such
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a suggestion to the decision makers with whOM he or ,she
working.

In fact, in Some cases an evaluator= can insist on

a'first hand presenta imand diSCussion of the data as the
chief reporting format=

If enough emphasis is given to this

demand, then.time may be .set aside for it.

Conclusion

Two of the general featwre's tha

proximity and competing demands of

emerged from our data
ime

-: have been di5-

cussed and their action' as ,Conttraints or encouragers to the

utilization of-erialuation Kasbeerranalyzed.
Proximity, was divided into structural and temporal com
The data suggests that information whi,Ch is different

ponents.

in form and content from the School's instructional program
(structural .proximity) is Jess likely_ to be used indecision
making.

There -are two aspects to temporal proximity.

ikel to have

tion

Evalua-

pact- if it come§ at a time when

decision§

onger being made (timeliness) and if the

information

tain§ is no longer current (activime frame;

and thus less

fieVant to the decision.

The second general constraining feature
our data was-competing demands on time.

-hat emerged from

There currently are

many demands on teacher and administrator time which tend to
minimize the amount of attention that is paid to evaluation..
This analysis has definite impliCations for -the evaldator

or the school:administrator who is Ant-rested in increasing the
use of.evaluation.

When one considers the constraining dr'

encouraging potential- of'the'form and content of evaluation,

the active

ime femme of the data, the timeliness of the

reporting and the competing demands of school personnel's time,
a number .of suggestions for improvement can be made.

To increase

evaluation utilization at the site level the evaluation should be

The data are collected and reported, in a 'farm °that
that fi s easy

to use and corresponds to whatever organizational system is
in use in the school.

The instruments reflect the same content and internal scope
as the instructional program at the school.
The data collection and reporting process is coordinated
with the school calendar and the impor

entifiable

decision periods.

The data is analyzed and reported quickly,
Time is set aside for review of the information.

In this

regard, a firt hand presentation with questions may be much
'setter- _char a w ritten report.

HoWeVer, one small caveat is in order.

The fact that .each.of

these factors was clearly identifiable as a constraint based'on
our data 'does. not necessarily mean that improvement in these

areas will increase impact.
were sudden

If, for example, all evaluation

structur,-lly and temporally proxiMate it might

be that-administrators would just pbint elsewhere to explain

the continuing non-use ofthe data.

One can never know with

certainty.the consequences_of suggested changes in the way things
are done.

It is our firm belief thowever, that the recommendations

derived from this study will have positive impact on utilization.
-As

a final word, it should be mention ;d that our analysis of

the data is not compl.eLe.

1A number of psychosocial variables

